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ABSTRACT 
Iterated integrals of complex vector-valued functions along some parameter curve 
generate tensors subject to certain algebraic constraints. By a suitable invertible 
truncation procedure, these tensors are mapped into other tensors which satisfy 
related linear homogeneous constraints and are arbitrary otherwise (inasmuch as the 
vector-valued functions are arbitrary). Here we describe a Z-module algorithm for 
solving these linear constraints in terms of independent basis variables. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The detailed analysis of the information contained in the (truncated) 
iterated integrals g la K.-T. Chen [l], in particular the analysis of the 
observable symmetries of the classical Nambu-Goto string theory [2, 31, poses 
the following mathematical problems: Let F be some tensor of rank N with 
tensor components q;l,,,lr,EQ:, pi=O,l ,..., d-l, i=l,..., N, with re- 
spect to a given fixed basis in 6 ‘. Let ?rF, 7~ E G N (the symmetric group), 
denote the tensor with components 
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and XT, X E ~9~ (the group algebra of the symmetric group), X = 
Ix X ?lGS&. n T, X n E C, denote the tensor 
i.e. the tensor with components 
Let the tensor Y satisfy the following conditions 
x,, ,c.T = 0 (0) 
for alI “shuffle elements” XI,,, E a,,, (for the definition of shuffle elements 
see below). Otherwise, let the tensor .7 be arbitrary. 
PROBLEM 1. Find a basis of independently variable components of the 
tensor .T along with a E-module algorithm for the calculation of the 
remaining tensor components in terms of the basis components. 
PROBLEM 2. Find a basis of independent variables for the linear span of 
all “spacelike” tensor components 
9- 
Pl “‘P”’ 
pi=o,l,..., d-l, i=2 ).,., N-l, 
/A,=1,2 ,...) d-l, j=l,N, 
along with a H-module algorithm for the calculation of an arbitrary spacelike 
tensor component in terms of these basis variables. 
The pair of subscripts I, I” c (1,. . ., N} occurring above in the restric- 
tions for the tensors under consideration corresponds to the partition of the 
set {l,..., N } endowed with a chosen order-N being fixed once and for all 
-into two disjoint (not necessarily naturally) ordered subsets Z and Zc: 
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znzc=0, ZUZC={l ,...) N}, 
I= {il ,..., i,}, I”= {ir+lr...,iNlr O<r<N 
N p= ! ,..., y,+L...,, 
i 
al,..., a,,%,+lr...r~N 1 EgN* 
The shuffle element X,, le E Q3, is defined by 
where S = S(Z, I’) denotes the set of all shuffle permutations [4] correspond- 
ing to the partition { 1,2,. . . , N } = I U I”, i.e. the set of all permutations V- ’ 
with 
p-‘77-‘(i,) < p-kl(ia) < . 1. < p-+r-‘(ir) 
and 
p-lr-l(i,+l) < p-lC1(i,+s) < . . . < p-+-‘(iN). 
The dimension M’(d, N) of the linear span of all tensor components 
LT 
Pl...PN 
pi=o,l,..., d-l, i=l,...,N 
-relevant for Problem l-has already been calculated in Reference [3]: 
M”(d, N) =; c P(D)~~‘~> 
DIN 
where p = p(D) denotes the Mobius function. There, also the dimension 
M”( d, N ) of the linear span of ah spacelike tensor components 
7 
Cl.. PN ’ 
pi=o,l,..., d-l i=2,...,N-1, 
pi = 1,2,..., d-l j=l,N 
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-relevant for Problem e-has been calculated: 
M’O(d, N) = MO(d, N) - MO(d, N- 1). 
Actually, it proves helpful to decompose the linear span F (G) of all (all 
spacelike) tensor components into a direct sum of certain lower-dimensional 
subspaces F&, (G(,,) such that the solution of each one of the above two 
problems is reduced to the solution of the corresponding simpler problem in 
each of these lower-dimensional subspaces respectively. 
In order to describe these lower-dimensional subspaces F’,, and G,,,, 
where the symbol (n) denotes a multiindex (n) = (no,. . . , ndp 1) which stands 
for a partition of N into d nonnegative integers no,. . . , nd_ 1, 
subdivide the set of all d N N-tuples of index values /.L~ . . . pN into the 
following disjoint subsets Ml(,) and the set of all (d - 1)2dN-2 spacelike 
N-tuples of index values pi . . . pN into the disjoint subsets tLil’;n,: 
Ml (“) = {pcL1 _. . pL,lexactly no indices pi. i = 1,. . . , N, take the value 0, 
exactlyn, indices pi, i=l,...,N,takethevaluel, 
. . . >p 
ql) = {P I”’ ~N~exactlynoindices~ii=2,...,N-ltakethevalue0, 
exactlyn, indices pi i=l,...,Ntakethevaluel, 
exactly n2 indices pi i = 1, . . . , N take the value 2, 
. . . 1. 
Note that 
vo .n I,‘.‘. n&l) =yo,” ,,..., ndml)’ 
The subset M,,, is invariant under the action of the symmetric group 
77EC5 N: V./.ll.. . phr = pln-yl). . . pL,-I(,). 
Moreover, each subset M,,, consists of one single orbit of EjN only. 
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Further, the natural order of the index values induces a total order among 
the N-tuples of index values pi . . . ~1~: the N-tuple pi . . . pN is said to be 
larger than the N-tuple P,,~; . . . p,+;, T E G N, if there exists a natural 
number r (r<N) such that ~L~=~L,~~:,...,EL,_~=c~,;~,) but P~>~,-I(,). 
Whenever we have to distinguish this ordering from other kinds of ordering 
to be introduced in the sequel, we shall refer to it as the natural lexico- 
graphic ordering. 
Now, for tensors .7 satisfying the conditions (Q we define F(,, to be the 
linear span of all tensor components q’, BN with index values pr . . . pN E 
MO,,, and Cc,, to be the linear span of ah spacelike tensor components 
9- I-r, _, Ir, with index values ~1~. . . pN E FMI;~,. Obviously, the totality of solu- 
tions of the simpler problems for each subspace F(,, (G,,,) separately 
provides the desired solution of the original Problem 1 (2). 
The central idea for the solution of the first problem and also part of the 
proof of Lemma 2 below are due to K.-H. Rehren [5]. 
II. THE SOLUTION OF THE REDUCED PROBLEM 1 
We choose an arbitrary but fixed partition (n) of N. We focus our 
attention on the linear subspace spanned by the components (w.r.t. a given 
fixed basis in Cd and its canonically extended basis in 8 :C d, of an arbitrary 
tensor Y of rank N: 9p1,,,pLN with /~r...p~~Ml(,,). 
DEFINITION. An N-tuple of index values pr.. . pN from the set M,,,, is 
called cydically minimal if the N-tuple pcL1 . . . pN is smaller than all N-tuples 
pLi+i. . . pNpl.. . pi, i = l,... , N - 1, obtained from p1 . . . ~1~ by cyclic permu- 
tations. The set of all cyclically minimal N-tuples from the set M,,, is 
denoted by KJ$‘“,, its number by M$,. 
EXAMPLE 1 [d > 3, N = 6, (n) = (2,3,1,0,. . . ,O)]. The 6tuple 010121 is 
smaller than the cyclicahy permuted Gtuples 101210,012101,121010, 
210101,101012. Hence the 6tuple 010121 is cyclically minimal, and 
“&, = {001112,001121,001211,002111,010112, 
010121,010211,011012,011021,011102}. 
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DEFINITION. An N-tuple of index values pi.. . p,,, E Ml,,, is called peri- 
odic with period p if there exists a smallest nontrivial divisor p of N 
(N=p.D, DIN, D#l)suchthatthe N-tuple~p+l...~N~l...~p coincides 
with the N-tuple pl...pN. 
EJLAMPLE~[~Z~, N=6,(n)=(2,2,2,0 ,..., O)]. The6tuple201201is 
periodic with period p = 3, D = 2. Cyclic permutations of the 6tuple 201201 
(201201 -P 012012,120120,201201,012012,120120) add only two new 
6-tuples. None of the Stuples 201201,012012,120120 is cyclically minimal. 
In fact, a periodic N-tuple of index values is never cyclically minimal. 
DEFINITION. Given a permutation p E (5 N 
a a+1 ... b b+l ... ... s s+l ... N 
. . . , 
21 ... 2, a,+1 ... i, i*+1 *.* ... 2, a,+1 ... ZN i 
O<a<b< ... a.* <r<s<N. 
IA II’..., I, be a partition of the ordered set I = { i,, 1,. . . , i,, i,, 1,. . . , i, } 
into m disjoint ordered subsets Zj: 
I,= {i =+i )..., ib}, Z,= {ib+r’...‘&} . ..) I,= {i,+i ,..., i,}. 
Let IT E G’N be a permutation such that I = i, for 1 Q 1 Q a and for 
s + 1 < I < N and that p-%-r(ik) < p-‘?r-‘(il) for all i,, i, with i,, i, E Zj, 
j=l ,**., m, k < 1. The inverse 7~~~ of such a permutation is called a 
generalized shuffle permutation of I corresponding to the partition 
z=z,uz,u .f. uz,. 
NOTATION. The symbol 
stands for the following element of the dual ( 8 :C ‘)* of the linear space 
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@ f”C d of all tensors 9’ of rank N in d dimensions: 
where S = S( I,, . . . , I,) stands for the set of all generalized shuffle permuta- 
tions of 
z= {io+l,io+2,...,ibrib+l,ib+2,... . . ..i ,i,+,,i,+,,...,i,) 
corresponding to the partition 
I= {io+l,io+2 >..., ib}U{ib+&+2 ,..., i,}u -*-u{i,+,,i,+, )...) i,}. 
The symbols 
must be understood similarly; 0 < a < b < c < . . - < m < n < q < r < s < 
..- cv-ew<N. 
EXAMPLES [da3, N=6,(n)=(2,3,1,0, . . . . O)]. 
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Actually, the dual elements introduced above are left invariant under the 
interchange of rows within each box separately. 
DEFINITION. Given an N-tuple of index-values CL i 
critical. 
LEMMA 1. Let the N-tupb of index values pL1 . . . pN E Ml,,, be neither 
cyclically minimal nor periodic with period p: p1 . . . pN = (pl . . . 
P,)...(P.cl... p,) such that the p-tuple pl.. . pP is cyclically minimal. Then 
there exists a critical integer j for the N-tuple p1 . . . pN. 
Proof. First consider the case where the N-tuple EL i . . . pN is neither 
cyclically minimal nor periodic. Then clearly there exists an integer i (0 < i < 
N) such that the N-tuple pi + r . . . pNpl.. . pi is cyclically minimal. Choose 
j = i, and suppose on the contrary that for some r (1 Q r < i) and some s 
(l<s<N-i) 
Define a natural number 9 such that 
(9 - 1)s < r < 9s. 
For 9 = 1, the inequality ( 6 ) together with 
implies ~i--r+l=~i+l,.... Pi=Pi+,, which contradicts the minimality prop- 
erty of i. 
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For 9 > 1, both inequalities imply 
Pi-r+l=Pi+l~ .**PPi--r+s=Pi+s, 
the inequality ( < ) becomes 
and the argument may be repeated with the positive integers r - s (1~ r - s 
< i) and 9 - 1 replacing the positive integers r and 9 respectively. Continu- 
ing this procedure 9 times, the situation is finally reduced to the case 9 = 1. 
Thereby it has been established that the assumption leads to a contradiction. 
Hence the claim of the lemma has been proved for the case that the N-tuple 
P1.e. 1-1~ is neither cyclically minimal nor periodic. 
Now, consider the case where the N-tuple pi.. . pN is periodic with 
period p: 
such that the ptuple pi . . . pFlp is not cyclically minimal. Then clearly there 
exists an integer i (O<i<p) such that the p-tuple ~i+i...~,~L1...~i is 
cyclically minimal. Choose j = i, and suppose on the contrary that for some r 
(I <r<i)andsome s(l<s<N-i) 
As before, define a natural number 9 such that 
(9 - 1)s -=z r < 9s. 
In addition, define a natural number Q such that 
(Q-l)p<i+s<Qp. 
For 9 = 1, the inequality ( s ) together with 
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implies piPr+r = pi+ i, . . . , pi = pi+r mod p, which contradicts the minimality 
property of i. 
For 4 > 1, s is smaller than p, and Q can only take the values 1 or 2. If 
Q = 1, i.e. if i + s < p, the inequality ( 5 ) becomes 
which together with ~~_~+i... PJ.L~... pi_, > pi+i . . . p,pi . . . pi reduces to 
the case considered at the beginning of the proof. For Q = 2, i.e. 0 < i + s - 
p < p, i + r - p is larger than i + s - p and the inequality ( 5 ) reads 
This together with 
implies jA_-r+i=/&i+i~..*~ Pi-(r--s)=Pi+S-_p and 
<Pi+1 . ..p.pl... Piis-pPiG(r-s)+l’*. Pi? 
i.e. the inequality ( 5 ) with r and q replaced by r - s (0 < r - s < i) and 
Q - 1 respectively. By repeating the same arguments over and over again, we 
finally arrive at the case 4 = 1 and the contradiction established there. 
Thereby it has been shown that the assumption inevitably leads to a contra- 
diction. This proves the claim of the lemma also for the case that the N-tuple 
Pl... pN is periodic with period p such that the p-tuple pl . . . pp is not 
cyclically minimal. W 
Obviously, for a cyclically minimal N-tuple pl . . . pcL, and for an N-tuple 
p 1. . . pN periodic with period p such that the p-tuple p r . . . pFL, is cyclically 
minimal, there exist neither extremal nor critical integers. 
From the proof of Lemma 1 we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. Let the N-tuple pl...pLN be neither cyclically minimal 
rwr periodic with period p such that the p-tuple pl . . , pLp is cyclically 
minimal. If the N-tupk is rumperiodic, the extremal integer is a critical 
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integer. On the other hand, if the N-tuple is periodic, the extremal integer of 
the first period is a critical integer of the entire N-tuple. 
EXAMPLE 4 [d>3, N=6, (n)=(2,3,1,0 ,..., O)]. Given the 6tuple 
110120. This 6tuple is neither cyclically minimal nor periodic. The extremal 
integer is i = 5. According to Corollary 1, the choice j = i = 5 guarantees the 
validity of the inequalities defining a critical integer 
110120 > 011012, 10120 > 01012, 
0120 > 0612, 120 > 012, 20 > 02. 
However, j = 5 is not the only critical integer. j = 2 is another such integer: 
110120 > 012011, 10120 > 01201) 11012 > 01211, 
1012 > 0121, llOl> 0111, lOl> 011, 110 > 011, lO>Ol. 
Also from the proof of Lemma 1 we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Consider an N-tuple of index values pF1l . . . pN which is 
neither cyclically minimal nor periodic with period p such that the p-tuple 
P1-*- pp is cyclically minimal. Let i denote the extremal integer of the 
N-tuple in the nonperiodic case and the extremal integer of the first p-tuple in 
the periodic case. Omit from the N-tuple pI.. . pN the first 1 entries (1~ i) 
and the last k entries (k < N - i), provided that i < N - 1. Then the integer 
j=i-1isacTiticalintegerforthe(N-k-l)-tuple~,+,...~i~i+l...~N~k. 
LEMMA 2. Let the N-tuple of index values pl.. . pN be neither cyclically 
minimal nor periodic with period p such that the p-tuple pL1.. p p is cyclically 
minimal. Let j be one of its critical integers. Form the sum 
Z= {l,..., j}. 
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~enamongtheN-tuplesofindexvaluesCl,c,,...~Cl,cj,Cl,cj+1,...Cln(N), VIE 
S(Z, I’), occurring in the above sum, the N-tuple pl.. . pFLN is larger than any 
other one and occurs only once. 
EXAMPLE 5 [d>3, N=6, (n)=(2,3,1,0 ,..., O)]. Given the Btuple of 
Example 4 and j = 2 as one of its critical integers, 
11 El 1 0120 ‘. =(110120;)+(101210;)+(101201;)+2~(101120;) 
In fact, the 6tuple 110120 occurs only once, all other Ctuples 101210, 
101201,101120,012110,012101,012011,011210,011201,011120 are smaller. 
Proof of Lemma 2 by induction on the length N of the N-tuple. Obvi- 
ously the claim is true for any pair of symbols of length N = 2 which is 
neither cyclically minimal nor periodic, provided a total ordering among the 
symbols is defined, the total ordering among the pairs is the one induced by 
the ordering of the symbols, and the notions cyclic minimality, extremal 
integer, critical integer, etc. are defined w.r.t. this ordering of the pairs. 
Suppose the claim is true for any N’-tuple of symbols of length N’ < N which 
is neither cyclically minimal nor periodic with period p’ such that the 
p’-tupIe p1 . . . pP, is cychcaIIy minimal, subject to the corresponding proviso 
concerning the ordering of the symbols, the ordering of the N’tuples, and the 
definition of the notions cyclic minima&y, extremal integer, critical integer, 
etc. Then it is also true for all such N-tuples of symbols: To show this, 
consider an N-tuple of symbols fii . . . fiN which is neither cyclically minimal 
w.r.t. the ordering induced by the ordering of the symbols nor periodic with 
period p such that the p-tuple fii . . . fi, is cyclically minimal w.r.t. the 
induced ordering. Let j be one of its critical integers, the existence of which 
is assured by Lemma 1. Let p be the minimum of the symbols Fr,.. ., bN. 
Obviously, bj must be larger than Fj+i and hence larger than fi. On the 
contrary, the (N-j>tuple ,Cj+i... pN may end with an uninterrupted 
k-string of p’s: k < N - j, and j is still a critical integer for the (N - k)-tuple 
P1*** fiN_k, provided that k < N-j. 
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Now, consider an arbitrary term different from the N-tuple ii1 . . . jiN 
occurring when the j-tuple jil...bj and the (N-j)-tuple ~j+i...~in are 
“interlaced’: 
El bl ~ . ..pj FjCl c ***FN n:s-‘ES(Z,ZC) k(l) . . . ~n(j)~n(j+l)"'~n(N)) 
z= {l,...,j}. 
This N-tuple does not become smaller when all entries of the k-string of ,E’s at 
the end of the (N - j>tuple ,G j+ r . . . ji, are moved to the extreme right. 
Actually, the rearranged N-tuple coincides with one of the terms already 
present in the interlacing. 
If k = N - j, then at least one of the b’s must have passed the symbol ,G j. 
This passage implies that the rearrangement of the term under consideration 
into the N-tuple jI1 . . . j.ijjYij+l.. . jiN = jiil.. . fijfi.. . k results in a genuine 
increase. Thus, for the rest of the proof we may assume k < N - j. We let the 
first rearrangement 
be followed by a second rearrangement 
inside the (N- k>tuple bPo)... ~P(j)~P(j+l)... jip(N__k) we move all i’s which 
before the interlacing formed part of an uninterrupted sequence jI . . . bfi,, 
jIi, > jTi, either in the j-tuple p,... iii or in the (N- j - k>tuple fij+r...fiN_k 
-in general after the interlacing such a sequence is disrupted by the 
insertion of parts of the complementary tuple-to the right, just in front of 
the corresponding symbol fi,. Also, for this second rearrangement, 
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and the twice rearranged N-tuple still coincides with one of the terms already 
present in the interlacing. The rearranged N-tuple fiOo). . . fiocN-k+i.. . ,ii 
contains the same intact sequences ii.. . iip,, @, > fi, as the N-tuple pi . . . /IiN. 
If j<r(j)=p(j)<min{rlj+l<r,<N-k, ,iI,>jZ},thenatleastone 
of the F’s must have passed the symbol Ii. This passage implies that the 
rearrangement of the iV-tuple fiPCn.. . ppcN_k$i.. .@ into the N-tuple 
_ - I 
PO(l). * * P,(N-k)P***P=Pl*** fiN results in a genuine increase. Thus for the 
rest of the proof we may assume 
Next, we introduce new symbols FA,,: 
for which we define a total order according to 
A 
PA,, <riLB.s if A>B orif A=B, i,<p,. 
This order induces a total ordering for the N’-tuples of the new symbols. 
Now we propose to interpret the j-tuple fii . . . ii j, the (N - j - k>tuple 
Pj+l*** fiN_k, and the (N- k>tuple jIia(i) . . . jiocN_kj as in general shorter 
tuples of $z ney symbols fi, = PA,,,,: ii.. . $,, fi,, 1.. . fiNJ, and fir(i). . . fiTcNrj, 
7-l E S(Z, I”), z = (1 , . . . , (I }, respectively. The total ordering defined for the 
reinterpreted tuples of the new symbols coincides with the total ordering of 
the original tuples of the old symbols. Since u is a critical integer for the 
W-triple j?, . . . fiN’, since further N’< N, and r is different from the identity 
in GWN’, we infer from the induction hypothesis 
1 A 
cLT(l)... PT(N’) < &. . . pw. 
Consequently 
P,(l) *. . &N-k) < PI * 1. fit&k 
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and finally 
k(l) ...plr(N)qiil...&J. 
This completes the proof that the induction hypothesis is also valid for all 
N-tuples of symbols and hence valid for arbitrarily long N-tuples. w 
REMARK. Obviously, the condition on the integer j to be a critical 
integer is also a necessary condition for the validity of Lemma 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let j.~~...~~EkAl~,) be a nonperiodic N-tuple of index 
values. Either the N-tuple pl. . . pN is already cyclically minimal or there 
exists an integer O<i<N such that the N-tuple ~i+l...~N~l...~cL( is 
cyclically minimal. In the latter case, form the sum 
I= {l,...,i}. 
Then among the N-tupZes I~~(~)...~~(~~c~,(~+~)...IL,(~), r-l= S(Z, I”) occur- 
ring in the above sum, the N-tuple pF1l . . . pLN is larger than any other one and 
occurs only owe. 
EXAMPLE 6 [d > 3, N = 6, (n) = (2,3,1,0,. . . , O)]. Given the nonperiodic 
6tuple of index values 012101. This 6tuple is not cyclically minimal but the 
6-tuple 010121 is. Hence i = 4, and 
0121 (0 1 01 )* = (012101;)+2~(012011, *)+2.(010211, .) 
In fact, the Gtuple 012101 occurs only once; all other 6-tuples 012011, 
010211,010121,001211,001121 are smaller. 
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COROLLARY 4. LA ~ll...~NEbic,j be a periodic N-tuple of index 
values with period p: 
~l**.~N = (~l..‘~,)(~l...~~)“‘(~l’..clp)’ N=pD, DIN. 
Either the p-tuple /.L~. . pp is already cyclically minimal or there exists an 
integer O<i<psuch thattheptuple~i+,...~,~,...~i iscyclicallymini- 
mal. In the lutter case, form the sum 
Z= {l,...,i}. 
Then among the N-tupk.s P,,(~). . . pwci~pnci+lj..  pncN), Q-I E S(Z, I”), OCCUT- 
ringintheabovesum, theN-tupk(~,...~P)(~l...~p)...(~l...~p)islarger 
than any other one and occurs exactly once. 
EUMPLE 7 [d>3, N=6, (n)=(2,2,2,0 ,..., O)]. Given the periodic 
6-tuple of index values 201201: p = 3, D = 2. The triple 201 is not cyclically 
minimal, but the triple 012 is. Hence i = 1, and 
2 D 01201 ‘* = (201201, *)+(021201, *)+2.(012201, *) 
+(012021;)+(012012,*). 
In fact, the 6-tuple 201201 occurs only once; all other 6-tuples 
021201,012201,012021,012012 are smaller. 
LEMMA 3. tit ,+..,+EM[,) be a periodic N-tuple of index values 
with period p: 
P1-*. PN = (~1~~~~p)(~l.“~p)‘.‘(~l...~~p)’ N=pD, DIN. 
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Let the p-tuple pl.. . pp be cyclically minimal. Then among the terms of the 
sum 
1 
cLl...Pp 
cL1.e. Pp 
. . . . . . 
Pl...Pp 
Z= 
II: 77 
_~c~~,,,,,r,)~~l~l~~~~~‘~p,C,o...Pno.~~ 
zj={(j-l)p+l )..., jp}, j=l,..., D, 
theN-tuple(CLl...~Lp)(C11...CLp)...(CLl...CLp)islargerthananyotherN-tuple 
occurring and it occurs exactly D! times; all N-tupks contributing to the 
above sum occur an integer number of times, this integer being divisible 
by Dl. 
Hence the dual element 
is given by a sum of terms ~Ln(l)..~~,(p)~n(p+l)...~,(~p)~,(~p+l)~..~a(~) 
with integer coefficients. The N-tuple pl . . . p ,pl . . . pp.. . pl . . . pp occurs 
exactly once; all other N-tuples occurring are smaller. 
lh.**cLp 
III Pl...Pp . . . . ’ ELl...cLp 
EXAMPLE 8 [d&3, N=6, (n)=(3,3,0 ,..., O)]. Given the periodic 6 
tuple 010101: p = 2, D = 3. The pair 01 is cyclically minimal, and 
= (010101;)+2~(010011, ~)+2*(001101, .) 
+4~(001011, ~)+6~(000111, .). 
In fact, the &uple 010101 is larger than the 6tuples 010011,001101,001011, 
000111. The 6tuple 010101 occurs exactly once. The 6tuples contributing 
occur an integer number of times. 
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Proof of Lemma 3. The claim is obviously true for D = 1. Suppose it is 
valid for D = 1,2,. . . , 9. Then it is also true for D = 9 + 1: By the induction 
hypothesis 
with s E CZ&, c, EN, and 
cLs(p+l)cL,(p+2)“‘IL,(N) < (PI... cLp)(cLl...PLp)... h . . . P&J. 
That is, 
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where the dots . . . stand for a linear combination with integer coefficients of 
dual elements which correspond to N-tuples smaller than the largest N-tuple 
occurring in the displayed terms. Repeating the arguments of the proof of 
Lemma 2, we obtain that each term of the sum Ci G (I < p. . . contributes only 
dual elements which correspond to N-tuples smaller than pr . . . pppl . . . 
pp... . ..pl... p,,. Each one of these dual elements occurs an integer number 
of times. In particular, this implies that also the linear combination . . . 
contains only dual elements which correspond to N-tuples smaller than 
/.L1...~P/Lr...~P... . ..pr... PP. That completes the proof of Lemma 3. W 
Relations of the form “some combination of the restrictions of certain 
dual elements E ( @ f”C”)* to tensors .7 subject to conditions (0) = 0” shall 
be written in the form “the same combination of certain dual elements 
E ( @ rC”)* z 0.” In this notation, the conditions (0) read 
for all 1~ a < b < . . . < r < N. 
For instance, 
1 P -. 
N 
(0) 
p...p 3. =(~.../A,.)~o. 
These relations, combined with Corollaries 3, 4 and Lemma 3, imply 
PROPOSITION 1. Any given component of a tensor .T satisfying the 
restrictions (0) either has a cyclically minimal N-tuple of index values or can 
be expressed as a sum with integer coeficients of components of F each of 
which has a smaller N-tuple of index values. Corollaries 3, 4 and Lemmu 3 
provide an iterative Z-module algorithm for the calculation of a given 
compo-t 5,. p&, in terms of “cyclically minimal components,” i.e. com- 
PO-ts 5, j_bN with cyclically minimal N-tuples pL1.. pN. 
EXAMPLE 9 [d 2 3, N = 6, (n) = (2,2,2,0,. . . , O)]. Given the tensor com- 
ponent .?rrozozl = (102021, Y), the tensor .T satisfying the restrictions (0). 
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OG (El) 02021 , . 1 
imply 
(102021, .) = - (021021, .) - 2. (020211, *) - (020121, e) - (012021, .). 
The Muples 012021 and 020211 on the r.h.s. are already cyclically minimal. 
Lemma 3 applied to the r.h.s. of 
OZf 021 Kl 1 021 >. 
yields 
(021021, .) + (020121, .) 
= - 2.(020211, .) - 4.(002211, .) - 2.(002121, e), 
where all 6tuples on the r.h.s. are cyclically minimal. Insertion leads to the 
desired relation 
(102021;) = - (012021;)+4~(002211;)+2~(002121, .) 
i.e., the desired expression for the component .710zozl in terms of cyclically 
minimal components 
.7 102021= - 9&?021+ =5022ll+ 29k2,2,* 
PROPOSITION 2. The cyclically minimal components of the tensor T 
satisfying the relations ($5) foTm a basis of the linear space F(,,. The 
dimension of F(,, is given by 
M”(no,n,,....n,_,)=MP,,=$ 
P(D)(N/D)! 
l),~fiP=$....dl qLxn,/D)! 
with N = C~-‘n,, and p= p(D) denoting the Miibius function. 
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Proof. First we show that the number kf”( no, nr, . . . , nd_ 1) of cyclically 
minimal components in F(,, is given by the Witt formula 
The number of cyclically minimal components of 7 in F(,, coincides with 
the number of nonperiodic N-tuples pr . . . pN in Ml,,, divided by N. The total 
number of different N-tuples in M,,, is given by 
N! 
n,!n,! . . . nd_l! ’ 
Each nonperiodic (N/D&& E McnoiD ,._., ,,_,lDj, D 1 np, CL = 0, 1,. . . , 
d - 1, is in a 1: 1 correspondence with an N-tuple of period p = N/D with 
CL1 *** pN in Ml,,,. Hence, the number N*M”(no,. . . , nd_r) of nonperiodic 
N-tuples in M,,,, being equal to the total number of N-tuples in Ml,,, minus 
the total number of periodic N-tuples in Ml “, is given by 
N! 
N.M”(no,...,nd_l) =n In , 
- c 
0 1. . . ’ nd-l! Din,, D#l 
d-l 
N= c n,,, 
r-0 
or 
no! . . . nd_ ,I 
The Mobius inversion [6] yields 
it4°(no,...,nd_l) = $ dD)(N/D)! D,nN,p? ,, ,, d-l n,dr,‘(n,/D)! ’ 
By Proposition 1, the dimension of F(,, is not larger than MO(n,, . . . , nd_l). 
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The sums of MO(n,,..., nd_i) over all partitions of N/D (D I N) satisfy 
MO(no,..., 
Hence, again by the Mobius inversion, the sum of M”( no,. . . , nd_ I) over all 
partitions of N coincides with the dimension of F = CBc,,Fc”, [3]: 
M’(d, N) = ; c p(D)dN’? 
DIN 
This equality implies that indeed the dimension of F(,, is given by the 
number M&, of cyclically minimal components of the tensor .Y in F(,,, i.e. 
by the Witt formula, and that the cyclically minimal components of .Y 
contained in F(,, provide a basis of F(,,. n 
The relation between the components q, ,,,PN of a tensor Y satisfying 
the restrictions (0) and the elements of the free graded Lie algebra with d 
generators is explained in the thesis by Rehren [3]. 
III. THE SOLUTION OF THE REDUCED PROBLEM 2 
This section is particularly relevant to the analysis of the observable 
symmetries of the classical NambuGoto string theory [2, 31. 
The linear span G,,, of all spacelike tensor components .S$;, _, llN, p1 . . . pN 
E Ml;,,, is a subspace of the linear span F(,,, of all tensor components 
Y P,...lrN’ pl -*- PN EM,,, for any given tensor Y satisfying the restrictions 
(6). Since 
G(O .n ,..... n&L) = F(0 .n I..... lb-,) 
the reduced Problem 2 coincides with the reduced Problem 1 for (n) = 
(0, n i,“‘, n,_,), which has already been solved. Thus we may assume in the 
sequel that no # 0, in which case G,,, 5 F(,,. As a first step toward the 
construction of the desired basis of G,,, we shall identify the subspace G,,, 
with a certain quotient space Fc,)/Hc,) of F(,,. 
The definition of the linear subspace H(,, of F(,, is based on the 
following lemmas, the proofs of which are obvious. 
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LEMMA 4. A cyclically minimal N-tuple pI.. . pN E Mf,,, starts with the 
longest uninterrupted sequence CL.. . p, p A min{ v 1 v = 0,. . . , d - 1, n, # 0} 
occurring in pl.. . pN. It never ends with such an index p. 
LEMMA 5. Let the N-tuple of index values /.L~ . . . pN E Ml,,, be cyclically 
minimal, and let p be the minimum of the numbers v, v = 0,. . . , d - 1 such 
that n, # 0. Then the (N + l>tuple ppl.. . p,,, is cyclically minimal. 
DEFINITION. 
P2*** PiV EM:",) 
Cyclically minimal N-tuples pr . . . pN E Ml:,,, such that 
with r$ A n,, for p # pr, n’ G nP, - 1 are called doubly 
cyclically minimal N-tuples; the correspond& tensor components %2,, ~, 
and dual elements (pr . . . pN, -) are called doubly cyclically minimal compo- 
nents and dual elements, respectively. The set of ah doubly cyclically minimal 
N-tuples from Ml,,, is denoted by the symbol MI:,, its number by M$). 
Now, the linear subspace Zfcn,, n, f 0, of F(,,, is defined to be the linear 
span of all doubly cyclically minimal components _Z, PN, pL1 . . . pN E Mg,. 
PROPOSITION 3. Given a dual element (pl . . . /.L~, e) such that the 
N-tuple p1 e.. pN EMU,), ~r=~=min{vjv=O,l,..., d-l, n,+O} and ~1~ 
> 1-1. Let this element be related to the cyclically minimal dual elements 
(pv2...vN,.) by 
(Pclz... PN,.)S c a~.;;,",NN(pv2... vN, . ), at;22.;;,: E Z. 
~Y2...YNEh41)“) 
Then 
EXAMPLE 10 [d 23, N=6, (n)=(2,3,1,0 ,..., O)]. We have p=O, and 
(012101, .) z 2*(011012, .) +2.(010121, .) +6(010112, .) 
+4~(001121;)+12~(001112;), 
(12101;)a -2*(01211;)-2.(01121,.) 
=2~(11012;)+2~(10121;)+6~(10112;) 
+4~(01121;)+12~(01112;). 
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However, 
(012110, .) = - (011012, e) - 3. (010112, .) - 6~(001112, .) 
(12110, .) = (01121, .) 
S - (11012, .) - 3.(10112, .) - 6*(01112, .) 
z (01121, *) - (01211, *). 
Proof. For the “calculation” of the dual element (p/.~s. . . pN, . ) in terms 
of cyclicaIIy minimal dual elements we have to distinguish four different 
cases: 
(9 
(4 
either the N-tuple pps.. . pN is already cyclically minimal, in which case 
a%...% = 8’2 
t2 PN P2 . . .a,; and there is nothing to prove: 
or the N-tuple pps.. . pN is not cyclically minimal In this case we are 
dealing with one of the following three possible situations: 
(ii’) The N-tuple pps.. . pN is nonperiodic, in which case there exists a 
numberi(O<i<N)suchthattheN-tuple~i+1...~LN~~2...~1is 
cycIicaIly minimal. Consequently pi + 1 = p, pi + 2 < p2; or pi + I = p, 
Pi+2=P2> Pi+3<P3GorIli+l=P* Pi+Z=P2, Pi+3=P3,lli+4<114; 
or . . . . In any case: pi > p (pLN > P). The crucial point for the 
“calculation” is the observation 
with each one of the braces on the r.h.s. containing only terms 
corresponding to N-tuples smaller than ppz.. . pLN. All these 
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N-tuples have ~1 as their first index and either pLN > I_L or pLi > p as 
their last index. 
(ii”) The N-triple pp a.../_~~ is periodic with period p (PIN): 
PP 2...~LN=~cL~Lz...~Lp~~lL~Lz...clp~...~I1cL~...~Lp~ 
and the ptuple ppz . . . pp is not cyclically minimal, in which case 
there exists a number i (0 < i < p) such that the ptuple 
Pi+l**‘PpPcl2~” pi is cyclically minimal. Consequently, pi + i = j.r, 
pLi > p (p, =pN > CL). With the number i thus introduced, the 
crucial observation, on which the “calculation” is based, is the same 
as for the situation (ii’). 
(ii “’ ) The N-tuple j4~ 2 . . . pN is periodic with period p (p I N, N = pD): 
l-v 2...~N=(clll2...~Lp)(c1~2...~Lp)...(~LcL2...~Flp), 
Pp=PN’Pc1, 
and the ptuple ~1~1~. . . pp is cyclically minimal. In this situation the 
“calculation” is based on the observation 
=-- 
with the second line containing only terms corresponding to 
N-tuples smaller than pp2 . . . pN. All these N-tuples have p as their 
first index and pP = pcLN > p as their last index. 
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In all three situations (ii’)-(ii”‘), the relations remain valid when the 
first entry ~1 is omitted. In fact, 
1 
(D - l)! * 
with each one of the braces on the r.h.s. containing only terms corre- 
sponding to (N - l>tuples smaller than pa.. . pN. 
Summarizing, the “calculation” of the dual element ( pp2. . . pN, - ) in 
terms of cyclically minimal dual elements consists of a repeated use of the 
above observations. In the course of the algorithm no dual elements occur 
other than linear combinations of those dual elements which correspond to 
N-tuple starting with the index ~1 and ending with an index larger than CL. 
Each one of successive manipulations for the “calculation” of (pp2.. . pN, * ) 
is copied by a valid manipulation of those dual elements of “length” N - 1 
which correspond to cyclically nonminimal dual elements of length N turning 
up in the course of the algorithm. This proves the claim. W 
COROLLARY 5. For any given fixed nonmaximal index value EL, 
implies 
By an appropriate redefinition of the order of the index values pk currespond- 
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ing to a change of the order of the N-tupks of index values ~1~ . . . pN j&m the 
natural lexicographic to the induced order, the folbwing corollary is ob- 
tained: 
COROLLARY 6. For any given fixed index value EL, 
c C’2...CN(~LCLZ...CLN,.)~0, P...PNEC, 
Pi: PN f P 
implies 
c C’Z...“N(CL2...ILN,.)~0. 
PLi: PN+P 
PROPOSITION 4. 
COROLLARY 7. (/Q .*. /JN, 0) = ( - lY(CLN... /ll> .). 
Proof of Proposition 4 by induction on b - a. For b = a + 1, the claim is 
true: 
Lettheclaimbetrueforall b-a,O<b-a<r<N-l.Thenitisalsotrue 
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for b-a=r: 
\’ I 
/I \ 
=(-q-a-l (1 P;;::“;y IPb+l...PNy j 
II \ 
ThUS 
-(_l)b-a 
(~I~b+2-t%. ) 
\I I I 
= (P1*..P,P b+l’*.I-LN~,+l... pbr ‘> 
-( -l)b-n pl*..;~lr,~PlffpN_l PN” =o. (I I ) 
I 1 
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The last relation is a consequence of Proposition1 7 of Reference [3]. Hence 
theclaimistrueforalla,b(O<a<b<N). W 
PROPOSITION 5. 
G,“, n q,, = 0 for noif 0. 
Proof. Let X be an arbitrary, but fixed element of G,,,, i.e. 
where the sum extends over the set of indices &A,:,,, n,, f 0. % corresponds to 
the dual element 
Now, for each term of this sum, some incjex value pk (k # 1, IV) is zero: 
(~l...~N,.)Z(-l)k-l 0 ( /::;::::::~J~ 
C’a P1...PN(C1l...~N, .) Z C’& .PN( -Q-l (OFi; .). 
On the other hand, in terms of cyclicAly minimal dual elements 
C’a ““.‘qpl...pN;)z c c”2~.~yN(ov2... IJN, .). 
0 Vz...q,,EM~,, 
By Corollary 5, 
c c”2.-“yYy!... YN, *) 
-&p+.‘N( -q--1 (II,.) Eo. 
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Now, take some element I from the intersection of G,,, and H(,,,. Its 
coefficients C “*... “N vanish unless va.. . vN E Ml~,,,, with nb A n, - 1, n; = nl, 
Z=l,..., d - 1. The relation 
implies that also the remaining coefficients vanish. Hence, 55 = 0. n 
PROPOSITION 6. There we M&, - MC:) linearly independent elements 
contained in G,,,. 
COROLLARY 8. %, =G,,,@ff,q n,#O, i.e., G,,, can be identified 
with F&H,,,. 
Proof of Proposition 6 1,~ explicit construction. Consider an N-tuple 
ovs.. . VN E t&n&, \ M E,, n0 # 0. Of course, vN > 0. If the (N- l)-tuple 
va... VN is not periodic, then there exists a number i (1~ i < N) such that 
the (N- lktuple vi+i... vNv2... vi is, cychcahy minimal. In particular, vi > 0. 
Assign to the N-tuple Ova.. . v,,, E Mlf,‘,, \ Ml:, in this case the tensor compo- 
nent (vN.. . ~~+~Ova.. . vi, Y) E G,,,. 
If the (N - l>tuple v2.. , vN is pelriodic with period p-l [p-lIN-1, 
N - 1 = (p - l)D], i.e. 
vs... VN = (v,... v,)(v,. . . VP)... . ..(%.” v,h 
and if the (p - l>tuple va... vP is not c:y&cally minimal, then there exists a 
number i (1 <i < p) such that the (p - l>tuple vi+i... ~,/a... vi is cyclically 
minimal. In particular, vi > 0. In this case assign to the N-triple Ova.. . VN E 
Ml:“, \ Ml?, (vP = vN > 0) the element 
((vp...vi+Ivi...v2)... . ..(vp...vi+lvi...v2)vv...vi+10vz...vi.~) EGO,). 
Finally, if the (N - l)-tuple vs. . . vv is Itiodic with period p - 1 [p - 1 I 
N - 1, N - 1 = (p - l)D], i.e. 
vz... VN - (v2... vv)(v2.. . VP)... . ..(v2... VP), 
and if the (p - l>tuple vs.. . v,, is cyclically minimal, assign to the N-tuple 
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OV,... YN E “F”, \ ME, (vp = uN > 0) the element 
All these I$“, - M(T) elements are linearly independent. To see this, express 
each of these elements with the help of Proposition 4, Corollaries 3, 4, and 
Lemma 3 in terms of cyclically minimal components: 
(V N... vi+lovz... Vi’ 9-) 
where the tensor components omitted on the r.h.s. correspond to cyclically 
minimal N-tuples smaller than the displayed N-tuples Ov, . . . vN respectively. 
Obviously the r.h.s. are linearly independent. I 
To prove the corollary, extend the above 1: 1 mapping of the basis of the 
linear space F(,)/H(,) onto the specified basis of the linear space G,,, to a 
linear 1: 1 mapping among the linear spaces F~,,)/H~,,) and G,,, themselves. 
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The rest of this section will be devoted to the description of a z-module 
algorithm which effects the “calculation” of an arbitrary element % of G,,, 
in terms of the explicitly given basis elements without ever leaving the space 
G (,,). Clearly, it suffices to demonstrate this algorithm for the case that 3 
coincides with one of the spacelike tensor components q;, ~~, p 1 . . . pN E 
M;“,, q) # 0. 
First of all we define a suitable new ordering for the “spacelike” N-tuples 
pl*..pN EM;,,, n, # 0, by the following map h: 
h 
pl...pN+ v2...vN= 
k: 
with 
. ..Cln(N)Cln(k-l)“‘C11r(l)r 
where T- ’ ranges over all shuffle permutations of the set Z = {k + 1,. . . , N, 
k-l , . . . , l} corresponding to the partition I = I, U I,, 
I,= {k+l,...,N}, I,= {k-l,...,l} 
and where the maximum is taken with respect to the natural lexicographic 
ordering. According to Corollary 7, without loss of generality we may assume 
pk+l*** ~N~k~l”‘~l~~k-l...~l~k+l... pN. Let 6 be the smallest integer 
larger than log,,(d-1). The decimal [v2...vN]=vsX10-6+vgX10-26 
+ . . . + vN x lo-(N-W is called the height of the spacelike N-tuple Z.L~. . . pN. 
The spacelike N-tuple CL1 . . . pN is said to be higher (lower) than the spacelike 
N-tuple CL; . . . Z.L& if the corresponding images v2.. . vN and vi.. . VA, respec- 
tively satisfy 
[v,... UN] > [v&..v~] ([V2...VN] < [v&..v~]). 
This ordering is taken over to the spacelike tensor components and spacelike 
dual elements, respectively. 
EXAMPLE 11 [d>3, iV=6, (n)=(3,2,1,0,...,0)]. Given the spacelike 
6tuples 101002 and 110602. The respective mappings h are 
101602 1 10201, 116002 1: 02011. 
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Hence, the spacelike 6tuple 101002 is higher than the spacehke 6tuple 
110002. 
LEMMA 6. The mapping fiorn the Cartesian product of the set of all 
a-tuples pl... p, times the set of all btuples pa+ 1., . P,+~ into the set of all 
(a+b>tuples A1...Xo+b, 
I I 
X 1”’ 
is strictly monotonic in both “factors”: monotonically increasing. 
Proof. Let the a-tuple CL;. . . p’, be larger than the a-tuple p1 . . . p, (w.r.t. 
the natural lexicographic ordering). Set 
Consider one of the realizations of the maximum h 1 . . . X (I + b. Replace in this 
realization the entries CL, by the entries PL: (1~ t < a) without changing their 
positions. The resulting (a + b>tuple is genuinely larger than h r . . . A,, b. 
However, since it is one of the competitors for the maximum A< . . . Ah+& it is 
not larger than X; . . . Ah+b. Hence 
A’ 1*** xa+b> A,... Xa+b: 
the mapping is strictly monotonic in the first “factor.” 
The proof of the strict monotonicity in the second “factor” proceeds 
along the same lines. n 
Next, we want to show that any spacelike component q;, _, IN of a tensor 
Y satisfying the restrictions (5) with pr . . . pN 5 v2.. . vN such that Ov,. . . vN 
is not cyclically minimal can be written as a linear combination with integer 
coefficients of lower spacelike components. 
Let the extended image Ova.. . v,,, (of the TV-tuple pr . . . pN) be neither 
cyclically minimal nor periodic with period p (p I N) such that the ptuple 
ova... vP is cyclically minimal. Let i (2 Q i < N) be the extremal integer of 
the N-tuple in the nonperiodic case and the extremal integer of the first 
p-tuple in the periodic case: vi>O, vi+r=O. The case va...vN= 
pk+l .*.c"#k-l... pl, i = N - k + 1, is excluded because Lemma 2 implies 
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pk-l=Oand 
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which runs counter to the minimality property of the integer k. Thus, the 
extremal integer i of the Ntuple Ov, . . . vN in the nonperiodic case and the 
extremal integer i of the first p-tuple Ov, . . . vp in the periodic case induce an 
unambiguous dissection either of the (N - k>tuple pk+ I . . . pN or of the 
(k - l)-tuple pLk_r... pr or of both. For the first and third alternative, let the 
induced dissection of the (N - k)tuple pk+ 1 . . . p,, be 
pk+l-.* ~k+jl~k+j+l***~N~ O<j<N-k; 
for the second and the third alternative, let the induced dissection of the 
(k-l>tuple pk_r...~r be 
pk-1”. pk-j’lpk-j’-l”.pFllr O< j’<k-1. 
Formally, in the case that the (N - k>tuple pk+ r . . . p N is not dissected, we 
set j = N - k; in the case that the entire (k - l>tuple p&r.. . p1 forms part 
of vs... vi, we set j’= k - 1; and in the case that the entire (k - l>tuple 
pk-l”.~l forms part of vi+l... vN, we set j’= 0. 
LEMMA 7. The integer j, provided it is smuller than N - k, is a critical 
r-l . ..ILl 
be realized q times: q E N. Then, according to Corollary 1 and Lemma 2, up 
to linear combinations with integer coefficients of dual elements correspond- 
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ing to IV-tuples of index values smaller than the N-tuple OV, . . . vN, 
I 
>* + .. . 
I 
= + . . . 
= , 
46 
With the help of Lemma 6 we infer from this equation that 
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and that these maxima are realized exactly once. The proof of the criticalness 
of the integers j and j’ is completed by invoking the remark after the proof 
of Lemma 2. n 
Note in particular that besides ~1~ and pN, also p&j, and pk+j are 
different from zero (provided j’ > 0) and that pk+ j+ r and pk_ jC_ r are equal 
to zero (provided j < N - k and j’ < k - 1 respectively). 
Now, consider a spacelike component of a tensor Y satisfying the 
restrictions (5): 5 ,,,. PN with pL1 . . . pN 1: vs.. . vN such that the N-tuple 
OVs.. . VN is neither cyclically minimal nor periodic with period p ( p I N) 
such that the ptuple 0~s.. . up is cyclically minimal. With the help of Lemma 
7 and Proposition 4 this component can be written as a linear combination 
with integer coefficients of lower spacelike components 
The height of the terms of the linear combination in braces is lower than 
[va... vN] because the integers j and j’ are critical integers. The maximal 
height of the terms of the last contribution is not higher than 
r I-l 
which by Lemma 2 is lower than [ ~a.. . vN]. 
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EXAMPLE 12 [d>4, N=12, (n)=(6,2,2,2,0 ,..., O)]. Consider the fol- 
lowing spacelike component of a tensor .Y satisfying the restrictions (9): 
.7 1oa,x,2010203. The image of the 12tuple 103002010203 under the mapping h 
is the ll-tuple 20301020301, i.e. k = 5. The height (for d Q lo), is the 
decimal 0.20301026301. The 12tuple (020301)(026301) is not cyclically 
minimal. It is periodic with period 6 (6 I 12), such that the 6tuple 020301 is 
not cyclically minimal, but the cyclically permuted @triple 010203 is, i.e., the 
extremal integer of the 6tuple 020301 is i = 4. This integer i = 4 induces an 
unambiguous dissection of both the (12 - 5>tuple 2010203 (2)010263, i.e. 
j = 1) and the (5 - l)-tuple 6301 (03101, i.e., j’= 2). j and j’ are extremal 
integers of the 7-tuple 2010203 and the 4tuple 0301, respectively. We have 
I-- \ \ 
.7 1o3oo2010203= 
i 
(103002010203,9-) - 
( / f: 1’1 01:03 l’F)} 
r/- - \ I-- \l 
The terms from the first, second, and third contributions in braces have 
heights not larger than 0.03102010203, 0.10302010203, and 0.03021020301 
respectively, and the terms from the first and second contributions in square 
brackets have heights not larger than 0.10203010203 and 0.10203026301 
respectively: all lower than the height 0.20301020301 of the 12tuple 
103002010203. 
To conclude the case of spacelike components q, ,, cN of a tensor F 
satisfying the restrictions (6) with pi.. . pN 1 v2.. . v, such that Ova.. . vN is 
not cyclically minimal, consider the only remaining alternative, namely that 
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the image OV, . . . ~,isperiodicwithperiodp(p~N,N=p.D)suchthatthe 
p-tuple Ou, . . . vp is cyclically minimal. The integer p - 1 is the extremal 
integer for the (N - l)-tuple v, . . . vN. 
Thespecialcase ~~...~~=fi~+~...~~~~_~...~~with(p-l)=(N-k), 
i.e. 
(D-1)x 
is dealt with as follows. Without loss of generality, D - 1 may be assumed to 
be larger than one, because according to Corollary 7, z!,, VpooV,, ,_ yp = 0. 
Further, due to the restrictions (0) on the tensor 7, especially due to the 
restrictions 
we have 
0 VP... Yzo)...(vp... YzO)(OYz... ZJ,), 9j 
1 
- (D-l)! 
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where the height of the terms with negative integer coefficients of the linear 
combination in the braces is lower than [v, . . . vN] due to Lemma 3. 
As before, the extremal integer p - 1 of the (N - 1)tuple v2.. . vN in- 
duces an unambiguous dissection either of the (N - k>tuple pk+ I.. . pN 
I~,-I...~k_.,(rt__“_1 
k+l*“~k+jl~k+j+l”*~N~ O<j<N) or of the (k-l>tuple Pk_l’..j&l 
. . . pl, 0 < j’ < k - 1) or of both. The integers j and j’ 
are critical ihtege& of the (IV-k)-tuple ,.‘k+I...pN and the (k-l>tuple 
pk-1*** pcL1 respectively, provided that they do not assume one of the formal 
values N - k and 0 or k - 1, respectively. Let the maximum 
v2...vN=max 
be realized 9 times, 9 E WI. Then 
+( -1y [ ( pj!gzzqi.-) 
+(-1y9 ((vp...v20)...(vp...vzo)(ovz...vp)’.Q 
1 
- 94vp . . . v20)...(vp... v20)(ov2... VP), ‘7) 1 
1 VP.. . v,o 
- (D-l)! 
. . . . . . 
VP.. . v,o 1 :I ov,... VP, .9- 19 00 
where x=N-k- j+j’. 
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The linear combinations of spacelike components in braces and round 
brackets involve negative integer coefficients; the linear combination in 
square brackets, positive integer coefficients. The height of all terms occur- 
ring in those linear combinations is lower than [v, . . . vN] because of Lemmas 
2, 3, and 6. 
EXAMPLE 13 [d >, 3, N = 12, (n) = (6,3,3,0,. . . ,O)]. Consider the follow- 
ing spacelike component of a tensor .T satisfying the restrictions (0): 
9- 2010aoo10102. The image of the Btuple 201020010102 under the mapping h 
is the ll-tuple 10261026102, i.e., k = 7. The height (for d Q 10) is the 
decimal 0.10201020102. The 12tuple (0102)(0102)(0102) is not cyclically 
minimal. It is periodic with period 4 (4 I 12) so that the 4tuple 0102 is 
cyclically minimal. The extremal integer p - 1 = 3 of the ll-tuple 
10201020102 induces an unambiguous dissection of both the (12 - 7)tuple 
10102 (l(O102, i.e. j = 1) and the (7 - 1)tuple 020102 (02]0102, i.e. j’= 2). j 
and j’ are extremal integers of the 5tuple 10102 and the 6tuple 020102, 
respectively. We have 
+2 ((2010)(2010)(0102), .7) - ;. 
i 
( pqo102,_ii 
I- I \ 
- (20102”~>F) -2. (~olOO~>+ 
+ 2. ( (2010)(2010wf+-) 
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+4* (~~fK)100~.-) 
+4. 
( 
~010100~3-)+4. 
I I- \ 
+2( - ( / 2;1 /00100102,~) 
\- / I 
The terms from the contributions in braces have heights not larger than 
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0.02102010102, 0.02011020102, and 0.10102020102, respectively; the terms 
from the contributions in square brackets have heights not larger than 
0.02101020102, 0.10102002102, 0.10102020102, and 0.01102020102, respec- 
tively, and the terms from the contributions in round brackets have heights 
not larger than 0.10102002102, 0.10102020102, and 0.01102020102: all lower 
than the height 0.10201020102 of the 12tuple 201020010102. 
Next, let us turn to spacelike components q;, _, PN of a tensor 7 satisfy- 
ing the restrictions (§), such that the image vs.. . vN of the N-tuple pi.. . pN 
under the mapping h is not cyclically minimal, but the N-tuple Ov, . . . v,, is. 
We want to show that any such component can be written as a linear 
combination with integer coefficients of the basis elements of G,,, (specified 
above) of height [vs.. . vN] and of lower spacelike components. 
Given such a tensor component q;, ,, pN. Without loss of generality we 
may exclude those components which coincide with one of the specified basis 
elements of G,,,. Let the maximum va . . . vn of 
pk+l...pN L----l pk-l...pl 
be realized 4 times, 4 E N. 
In the nonperiodic case, the extremal integer i - 1 of the (N - l)-tuple 
vs...vhJ -and in the periodic case, the extremal integer i - 1 of the first 
period vs... vP of the (N-l)-tuple vs...vN (if the (p-l>tuple vs... vP is 
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cyclically minimal, formally i - 1 = p - l)-induces an unambiguous dissec- 
tion of the (N-k>tuple pk+i...,.‘N, 
pk+l.” ~k+jl~k+j+l’*‘~N~ O<j<N-k, 
orof the(k-I)-tuple~k_l...CL1, 
pk-l*** E”k-j’lpk-j’-l”‘pl? O< j’<k-1, 
or of both. (Otherwise, 5, ,, tN would coincide with one of those excluded 
components.) Apart from the periodic case with cyclically minimal periods 
. . . vp, j and j’are criticalintegers of the (N- k>tuple pk+i...pN and the 
;i - 1)triple ~1 _ k i . . . pl, respectively, provided they do not assume one of 
their formal values N - k and 0 or k - 1, respectively. In particular, pk+j > 0 
and pk_ j, > 0 (for j’ > 0). With these critical integers, 
- q-(vN... vi+10v2... vi, 9-J I 
+( -l)xq.(vN...vi+10vz...vi,.7), 
where x=N-k- j+ j’. 
(III) 
The last term is an integer multiple of a basis element ( = basis compo- 
nent). According to Lemma 2 and Lemma 6, the terms of the linear 
combination with negative integer coefficients in braces have heights lower 
than [vs... vN], and the same goes for the terms of the linear combination 
with positive integer coefficients in square brackets. 
EXAMPLE 14 [d 2 4, N = 13, (n) = (7,2,2,2,0,. . . O)]. Consider the fol- 
lowing spacelike component of a tensor .F satisfying the restrictions ($5): 
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.9- m102000301. The image of the 13tuple 2030102000301 under the mapping 
h is the cyclically nonminimal, periodic 12tuple (030201)(030201) with 
cyclically nonminimal periods 030201, i.e. k = 9, i - 1 = 4. The height (for 
d < 10) is the decimal 0.030201030201. The 13tuple 0(030201)(030201) is 
cyclically minimal. The extremal of the first period i - 1 = 4 induces an 
unambiguous dissection of both the (13 - 9)tuple 0301 (03)01, i.e. j = 2) and 
the (9 - l>tuple 02010302 (021010302, i.e. j’ = 2). j and j’ are extremal 
integers of the 4tuple 0301 and the 8-tuple 02010302, respectively. We have 
q=l and 
(2030102000301,9’-j - 
\ \--I’ 
r I- - \ 1 
L\-- I _I 
+ ((102030)1000302, .T) 
I /I \ I- I 
= ( -( Iii0 jl~f=~) -( / 2032010 l-lf=y) 
\ \- I \- 1 
\ I- 
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The terms of the contributions in braces have heights not larger than 
0.030103020201, 0.020103020103, 0.010302020103, 0.021030100301, and 
0.020103020031, respectively; the terms of the contributions in square 
brackets have heights not larger than 0.030201030021, 0.030201030102, 
0.020301030201, and 0.010302010032, respectively: all lower than the height 
0.030201030201 of the 13-tuple 2030102000301. The last term of the above 
chain of equations is a basis element ( = basis component). 
Finally, we turn to the spacelike components of a tensor .Y satisfying the 
restrictions (6): 5 ,,,. pN, such that the image ~a.. . vN of the N-tuple pr . . . pn 
under the mapping h is periodic with D cyclically minimal periods va . . . vp 
and such that the N-tuple O(v, . . . vp) . . . (vs. . . vp) is cyclically minimal. In this 
case, only the (N-k)-tuple pk+r... ~1~ can be dissected by the end of the 
first (p - l>period of the image ~a.. . vN, because 
for arbitrary integers j and j’ (0 < j < N - k, 0 < j’ < k - 1) is never cycli- 
cally minimal (compare Lemma 8 below). Hence 
(~,...~,)(~,...~,)...(~,...~,)=~k+l...CLktp--lmax ;:Ip1:::;: . El 
Similarly, if the end of the second (p - l>period of the image ~a.. . v,,, 
dissectsthe[N+1-(k+p)]-tuple~k+p...~Northe(k-l>tuple~k_1...~1 
at all for a given realization of 
’ 
it can dissect only one of them. Repeating this argument over and over again, 
we finally arrive at the conclusion 
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with D,,D,>Oand D,+D,=D,i.e. 
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= ((vp...v,)...(vp...v2)o(v,...vp)...(v2...vp),.q 
i 
+(-I> (Dz - l)(p - 1) 
The last term is an integer multiple of a basis element. According to Lemma 
3 and Lemma 6, the terms of the linear combination with negative integer 
coefficients in braces have height lower than [ v2.. . vN], q.e.d. 
EXAMPLE 15 [d > 3, N = 13, (n) = (5,4,4,0,. . . , O)]. Consider the follow- 
ing spacelike component of a tensor Y satisfying the restrictions (0): 
.9- 1201200021021. The image of the 1Muple 1201200021021 under the mapping 
h is the cyclically nonminimal, periodic 12tuple (021)(021)(021)(021) with 
cyclically minimal periods 021, i.e. k = 7. The height (for d < 10) is the 
decimal 0.021021021021. The 13tuple 0(021)(021)(021)(021) is cycIically 
minimal. D = 4, D, = D, = 2, and 
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The terms of the first and second contributions in braces have heights not 
larger than 0.021021020211, the terms of the third and fourth contributions 
have heights not larger than 0.021021002211, and the terms of the fifth and 
sixth contributions have heights not larger than 0.020211020211 and 
0.002211002211: ail lower than the height 0.021021021021 of the 13-tuple 
1201200021021. 
The preceding discussion covers the totality of spacehke components of a 
tensor F satisfying the restrictions (0). Indeed, the only remaining hypotheti- 
cal alternative of spacelike components 5,. cN such that the image vs.. . vn 
of the N-tuple ~1~. . . pN is cychcaIIy minimal is ruled out by 
LEMMA 8. The maximum A, . . . A, + b of the interlacing of an a- and a 
b-tupleoftensurindices, pl...pa (a>O) and ~~+~...p,+~ (b>O) respec- 
tively, is never cyclically minimal: 
I I 
Proof. By induction on the length N = a + b (compare proof of Lemma 
2). Obviously the claim is true for any two 1-tuples of symbols fii and /Zs, i.e. 
a = 1 = b, a + b = 2, provided a total ordering among the symbols is defined 
and the total ordering among tbe pairs is the induced lexicographic one. 
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Suppose the claim is true for any a’- and b’-tuples of symbols such that 
a’ + b’ = N’ -C N, subject to the corresponding proviso concerning the order- 
ing of the symbols and the ordering of the N’-tuples. Then it is also true for 
all a- and b-tuples of symbols such that a + b = N. To show this, let some 
arbitrary but fixed a- and btuples of symbols be given: ,Gl . . . fi, and 
liio+l ... Pa&P respectively, such that a total ordering among these symbols is 
defined. Consider the (a + b )-tuple 
the maximum being defined w.r.t. the induced lexicographic order. Let fi be 
the minimum of the symbols PI,.. ., Fa+b. If either i, or fia+b is equ$ to ii, 
then Xa+b = fi, and according to Lemma 4, the (a + b)-tuple X, . . . Xa+b is 
not cyclically minimal, as claimed. Hence without loss of generality, we may 
assume that both k, and pa+b are larger than p. On the other hand, both fil 
and fi,, 1 must be equal to fi. None of the (a + b>tuples in the interlacing 
becomes smaller when all the p’s which before the interlacing formed part of 
an uninterrupted sequence p.. . @,, ji, > p, either in the a-tuple iI.. . fi, or 
in the b-tuple b,+l... Po+b, are moved to the right, just in front of the 
corresponding symbol fi I. These rearranged (a + b)-tuples coincide with 
(a + b >tuples already present in the interlacing. Hence the maximal (a + b > 
tuples are in the rearranged shape from the outset. They contain the same 
intact sequences p... pfi,, fi, > p, as the (a + b)-tuple ,Gl . . . fiafia+l . . . po+b. 
With the help of the new symbols 
we have 
X Xa+b=il...io,+b,Amax I... 
’ 
~'<a-1, b’gb-1, N’=a’+b’<a+b-2=N-2. 
According to the induction hypothesis there exists some integer i’, 0 < i’ < N’, 
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such that 
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Consequently, there exists some integer i, 0 < i < N, such that 
ii+1 . . . r;Jl . . . iii Q x1... XiXiiI . . . x, 
i.e., the N-tuple x,... iN is not cyclically minimal. Thus the induction 
hypothesis is also valid for N’ = N, and hence for all natural numbers N’ > 2. 
n 
The following proposition sums up the strategy developed for solving the 
reduced Problem 2. 
PROPOSITION 7. 
M;,,, q-, # 0 with 
Any given spacelike component 5, ,_, +., p1 . . . pN E 
/+../+I: VS...VN, 
of a tensor .7, satisfying the restrictions (8) can be written as a linear 
combination with integer coefficients of the specified basis elements of 
height [vs.. . vN] and spacelike components of lower height. In particular, if 
the N-tuple 0v2. . . v, is not cyclically minimal, the spacelike component 
7 p, .,.PN can be written as a linear combination with integer coefficients of 
lower spacelike components. The corresponding H-module algorithm is given 
by the formulae (I)-(IV). 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SYSTEMATICS 
We have resolved the constraints for tensors generated by iterated inte- 
grals after these tensors have been truncated, i.e. the constraints @), in terms 
of a convenient set of basis variables. The strategy for the computation of a 
given tensor component in terms of the basis variables turned out to be 
surprisingly simple. The number of these basis variables, i.e. the dimension of 
the various tensor spaces considered, grows exponentially fast with increasing 
tensor rank. 
For the concrete construction of the basis elements of the space G,,,, 
n,, f 0, we proceed as follows: Pass from the partition (n) of N (the rank of 
the tensor .Q to the partition (n’) of N - 1 (n’, = no - 1, n; = n,, p= 
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1 , . . . , d - l), and determine all simultaneous divisors D i.e. D I r$, p = 
O,l,..., d - 1. For every such divisor D 2 1, list all nonperiodic cyclically 
nonminimal (p - lktuples va . . . vP [(p - 1) A (IV - 1)/D] such that the 
p-tuple Ov, . . . up is cyclically minimal. 
Let i-1(l~i<p)betheextremalintegerofthe(p-l)-tupleva...vP. 
Then the components 
( (vv...vz)... . ..(vv...v2)vv...vi+lov2...Vjr9-) 
(D-1)X 
are basis variables. The remaining basis elements of G,,, are obtained by 
listing for every divisor D > 1 all cyclically minimal (p - l>tuples va . . . up 
and forming 
These basis elements correspond to the following cyclically minimal, but not 
doubly cyclically minimal, basis components of F(,,: 
Dal. 
DX 
The remaining doubly cyclically minimal basis components of F(,, are 
obtained by inserting the index value 0 in front of the cyclically minimal 
(IV - l>tuples of RAN”,,. 
Actually, this procedure can be expanded to a general recursive construc- 
tion of the basis components of I!(,,,, i.e. a recursive construction of the 
cyclically minimal IV-tuples of Ml:,,,: Let 1-1 be the minimum of {v 1 v = 
O,l,..., d - 1, nV f O}. Determine the cyclically minimal, but not doubly 
cyclically minimal, basis components of F(,, as above: 
with (vz...vP)...(~2...vp)EMl~,~~\Ml~~~~, n:=O for v<p, n;=n,-1, 71: 
= n, for v > p. The remaining doubly cyclically minimal basis components of 
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F(,, are obtained by inserting the index value p in front of the cyclically 
minimal (N - l)-tuples of f$n,,. In order to obtain the latter (N - l)-tuples, 
repeat the whole procedure with the set Ihm,,,, and index value ~1’ = min{ v 1 v 
= 0, 1, . . . ) d - 1, nl # 0} replacing the set M,,, and index value p. Continue 
until there is only one index value left, the maximal index value X of 
(vJv=O,l,..., d - 1, n, # O}. The corresponding set “Fe,, ,, ,e, n,,O ,,_, ,a) is 
explicitly known: it consists of one element only (X) if nA = 1, and it is empty 
for nx > 1. This completes the construction of the basis components of F(,,. 
I would like to thank the staff of the Enrico Fermi Institute, University of 
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